
CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES 

A'LITTLE, LAW FOR A BIG JOB 
RICHARD MAX McCARTHY 
Mr.  Mccarthy- was a U.S. Congressman from upsfate New I 
York from I964 to 1970 when he ran unsuccessfully for 
the Senate. He has  been a Chubb Fellow af Yale, and is now 
a Fellow of the Institute of Politics at the John F.  Kennedy 
School of GolJ2rnment, Harvard. Mr. McCarthy is the author 
of The Ultimate  Folly (Alfred A .  Knopf) and Elections for 
Safe (publrshed by Houghron Mifflin last month). 

President Nixon  recently  signed into law the 1971 Federal Is the new Act, which  becomes  effective April 7, merely 
Election Campaign Act which its sponsors claim  will pre- a sham or is it  the  real thing? Consider the new measure 
vent  politicians from flouting the law with no  fear of and contrast it with what should be included in a genuine 
punishment, curb skyrocketing campaign costs, ' and re- reform measure that would bring integrity back to govern- 
store honesty to the federal electoral process. ment! 

THE NEW ACT A GENUINE REFORM 
,.a' 

SOURCE O F ,  FUNDS 

Continues to allow  millions of dollars to flow into cam- Would provide for the public hancing'of campaigns for 
paign  chests from wealthy  individuals and special interest all federal offices and thus rid politics of the corrupting 
groups, who expect and usually  receive favors in return. influence of private-interest money. 

CEILINGS ON INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Actually the new Act takes a step backward. It repeals Unless public financing is provided, a low  ceiling should 
the old $5,000 limit on gifts.  be set. Florida has a $3,000 limit. 

CEILINGS ON OVERALL  CAMPAIGN COSTS 

'Sets no limit. It has  been  reliably estimated that President Realistic ceilings can and should be established. Florida 
Nixon will  spend upwards of $35 million in his 1972 , has a largely enforceable $350,000 limit for a statewide 
campaign. race. 

LIMITS ON TV AND OTHER MEDIA 
Media spending  is limited to lo@ per person of voting  age Paid political television should be prohibited, as it is in 
in the election area-no more than ti# of which may be most democracies. Public service time should be offered 
spent on radio and television.  Significantly, the rising pro- by networks and stations for live,, unrehearsed debates 
duction costs for slick  spot announcements are not in- .of at least five minutes in length. - 
cluded. , t  
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No limit. 

COMPUTERIZED LETTERS; TELEPHONE CALLS 
FROM HOMES; PAID CANVASSERS. 

This may be the biggest loophole of all in the Act. Experts 
say that mass mailings of computerized letters (they seem 
to have been written personally  by the candidate and are 
directed to  the interests of the individual recipient}, tied 
in with telephone campaigns and' paid workers, is' the 
coming  big expense item for candidates. Governors Nel- 
son, Rockefeller and Dale Bumpers  used  these  devices in 
their 1970 campaigns. ' Rockefeller spent $2 per  vote cast, 

' almost ten times as much as President Eisenhower spent' 
in 1956. Mayor White of Boston spent an estimated $7.50 
per vote in his winning 1971 campaign, which  was  built 
around paid workers, phone calls and computerized letters. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

The new Act is  fairly strong ,here, but does  allow reports A true reform' would require that the identities of 'all 
to be  filed after the election. The identities of donors of contributors of $50 and more, and all campaign ex- 
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$100 and less need not be disclosed. penditures, be reported before the election. 
L ENFORCEMENT 

, This is another  area in which the new measure falls  flat. A strong bipartisan Federal Elections Commission should 
Employees of Congressmen and Senators will be responsi- be appointed to handle receipt and publication of reports 

' ble for making sure that their bosses  file their reports on and be given injunctive powers so that -it could file suits 
time, disclose. all that the  law requires, and, if there are against violatorst Penalties should include loss of office 
violations, investigate them and recommend prosecution if a winner is implicated. 
to  the  Attorney General. 

ADVANTAGES OF INCUMBENCY 

The new measure, does nothing to 'restrict the unlimited A genuine reform would eermit two or more free mail- 
free mailing  privileges of elected federal officials,  to. curb ings for challengers, access to Capitol Hill TV and  radio 
effectively the use of large staffs for campaign purposes or facilities and effective curbs on the use of paid Congres- 
to restrict use of the sophisticated, government-operated sional staffs for campaign purposes. 
radio  and television facilities. 

LIMITS ON WHAT CANDIDATES CAN  SPEND I 

, FOR THEIR OWN CAMPAIGNS. 
Ceilings 'are imposed, depending on the federal office A solid reform would make it  impossible for  a clever 
sought. politician to have relatives or friends funnel their own 

money into ,the campaign. 
PROLIFERATION OF COMMITTEES i 

I Does nothing to limit the multiplicity of campaign com- Only one campaign committee should be' allowed and  the 
mittees. doctrine of "agency"-widely used in other nations- 

should be adopted, This concept makes one treasurer 
legally responsible for receiving all gdts and disbursing 
all funds. He, as well as the candidate, can be  held ac- 
countable for violations, . 
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CIA: THE PRESIDENT'S EOYAL TOOL 
VICTOR MARCHETTI 
Mr. Marchetti  was on the director's  staff of the CIA when 
he  resigned from Ihe agency  two  years ago. Since then, his 
novel The Rope-Dancer has been pltbltshed by Grosset & 
Duntap; he I S  now working on a book-length critical  analysis 
of the CZ,A. 

The Central Intelligence Agency's role in U.S. foreign af- 
fairs is, like the organization itself, clouded by  secrecy 
and confused by misconceptions, many of them d,eliberately 
promoted by the CIA with the cooperation of the news 
media. Thus  to understand the covert mission o f ,  this 
agency and  to estimate its value to the political leadership, 
one must brush myths aside and  penetrate 'to the sources 
and circumstances from which the agency draws its au- 
thority and support. The,  CIA is no accidental, romantic 
aberration;  it is exactly what those who govern the country 
,intend it ,to, be-the clandestine mechanism whereby the 
exec,utive branch influences the internal affairs of other 
nations. 

In conducting such operations, particularly those that 
are inherently risky, the CIA acts at the directlon and with 
the  approval of the President or his Special Assistant for 
National Security Affairs, Before initiating action in the 
field, the agency almost invariably establishes that its oper- 
ational plans accord with the aims of the administration 

 and, when  possible, the sympathies of Congressional lead- I 

ers. (Sometimes the endorsement or assistance of influen- 
tial individuals and institutions outside government is also 
sought.) CIA directors have been remarkably well aware 
of the dangers they court, both personally and for  the 
agency,  by not gaining specific  official sanction for their 
covert operations. They are, accordingly, often more  care- 
ful than are administrators in othq areas of the bureau- 
cracy to inform the White House of their activities and  to 
seek Presidential blessing, To take ,,,the blame publicly 
for  an occasional operatlonal blunder is a small price to 
pay  in return for the protection of the Chief Executive and 
the men who control  the Congress. 

The U-2 incident of 1960 was  viewed by many as an 
outrageous blunder by the  CIA, wrecking the Eisenhower- 
Khrushchev summit conference in Paris and setting US.- 
Soviet rplations back several years. Within  the inner circles 
of the administration, however, the shoot-down was 
shrugged off as just one of those things that happen in the 
chancy business of intelligence. After attempts to deny 
responsibility for the action Had failed, the President openly 
defended and even praised the work of the CIA, although 
for obvious political reasons he avoided noting that  he  had 
authorized the disastrous flight. The U-2 program against 
the USSR was canceled, but work on its follow-on system, 
the A-I1 (now the SR-71,) was speeded up. Only the ' 
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